
Cyber Intelligence Centre (CIC)

The Deloitte Cyber Intelligence Centre (CIC) combines deep cyber intelligence with broad business intelligence 
to deliver relevant, tailored, and actionable insights to inform business decision-making.

The CIC fuses a number of services together to provide our clients with a truly tailored service that enables 
them to fully understand their cyber risks and adopt proportionate responses in an increasingly digital and 
interconnected business environment. We do this by providing them with improved visibility of threats and 
assets, based on highly relevant intelligence that reflects their specific business, market, and industry context.

Based on a shared service delivery model, it is architectured on a high-performance cloud-based analysis 
platform and is backed by world-class professional services expertise. We also continually invest in R&D, 
platforms, and people. This ensures our clients are able to stay secure in a rapidly evolving threat landscape, 
while avoiding spiralling costs and investment requirements. All client data is stored and disposed of in a 
manner that is consistent with the ISO 27001 standard. Clients can define storage and disposal methods within 
SLAs and the information is protected in our cloud platform through the use of our information protection tool.

Alongside our threat intelligence services, our global, 24x7 Cyber response team, informed by zero-day threat 
intelligence, delivers proactive incident response, fast and decisive remediation, and holistic crisis management 
support. This helps clients reduce the business impact of incidents, limit brand damage, and lower the risk of 
repeat occurrences.

Balance risk and reward in a dynamic cyber landscape

Key Differentiators

• Standardized solutions delivery

• Experience with industry-proven methodologies and tools

• Vendor-neutral and tool-neutral solutions

• Cutting edge vulnerability research capabilities

• Breadth of experiences strategy, assessment, architecture, design and 
implementation of security solutions.

• Ability to address core security solutions and key elements using root 
cause analysis

• Consistent and controlled approach

• Adaptive, consultative, risk-based solution

• Clear articulation of business and technical risk

Our mission

• Provide a client-centric cyber security platform that is based on 
understanding our client’s business.

Our capability

• Global Capability: We bring Deloitte’s global network to every client.

• Global Research: We harness the strength of our global research team.

• Risk focus: Deloitte’s approach understands the unique nature of cyber 
threat monitoring based on business context and applicable threats.

Our goals

• Performance: We drive for excellence through verifiable processes, 
metrics, and measures.

• Solutions based: We provide a solutions-based service.

• Quality: We strive for the utmost quality.

• Transparency: We earn our client’s confidence and trust through 
execution and transparency.

CIC – Mission, Capabilities, and Goals
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What is New with Cyber Security?

The business and IT environment is 
changing.

• New business models–cloud, mobile,
big data, Internet of Things

• Enterprise IT environment disrupted–
BYOD & “rogue IT”

• Regulatory changes, state & country
laws, industry regulation, emerging
NIST standards

Leading to new, persistent, evolving risks

• More frequent, sophisticated, and
malicious attacks

• Wide range of motives: economic,
campaigns, Hactivists

• Hackers already inside the organization

• Data easily available and it’s money

• C-Suite, Board, and key staff are sitting
targets

Clients are struggling to keep pace

• Risks are evolving faster than clients can react

• Need to transform how they think about Cyber
Security

• Companies, large and small, do not have in-
house skills

• Greater need for comprehensive, enterprise
solutions

• Boards and Management are struggling how to
“measure” cyber risk

It starts by understanding who might attack, why, and how..

Changing 
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• Theft of IP/strategic plans

• Financial fraud

• Reputation damage

• Cyber criminals

• Hacktivists (agenda

driven)

• Nation states

• Managed Cyber Strategy

and Governance

• Software License Review

• Business disruption

• Destruction of critical

infrastructure

• Threats to health & safety

• Managed Governance, Risk

Management, and Compliance

(GRC)

• Insiders/partners

• Competitors

• Skilled individual

hackers

• Spear phishing, drive

by download, etc.

• Software or hardware

vulnerabilities

• Third party

compromise

• Multi-channel attacks

• Stolen credentials

Who might attack?

Secure

Are controls in 

place to guard 

against known 

and emerging 

threats?

Vigilant

Can we

detect

malicious

or

unauthorized 

activity,

including the 

unknown?

Resilient

Can we act and 

recover quickly 

to minimize 

impact?

What are they after, and what are the key 

business risks I need to mitigate?

What tactics might they use?

Cyber risk program and governance

• Managed Vulnerability Services

• Managed Application Security

• Identity Management Services

• Managed Data Protection

• Enterprise Application Integrity

• Managed Threat Services Portfolio

‒ Managed SIEM

‒ Managed Captive Security

Operations

‒ Managed Security Analytics

‒ Threat Intelligence & Analytics

‒ Managed Platform Services

• Cyber Emergency Response

• Cyber Attack Simulation

• Phishing as a Services (PaaS)
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